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You know that hall closet that you're afraid to open, because of the avalanche of dusty photo
albums and college essays (really, why do we still have those?!) that will come tumbling out?
Well, think of your email inbox as its digital equivalent. And, in the spirit of spring cleaning, it's
time to conquer it.

There’s good reason we have a love-hate (mostly hate) relationship with our inboxes. Today’s
workers devote up to 28% of their time to emails, according to a study from McKinsey Global
Institute. Email takes the focus off important matters (like getting work done) and tricks us into
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thinking we’re multitasking masters, when really, our brains weren’t hardwired for that sort of
strain.

Prepare for a renovation of your inbox and email habits with these tips to reach email zen.
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Archive It All
Is your email count currently in the quadruple digits? Before you dive into maintenance, start
yourself off with a stress-free inbox by wiping it clean through the power of archiving. 

To archive on Gmail: In your inbox, click the Select button (an open box with an arrow next to
it), and select All. As this only selects the conversations available on the first inbox page, click
on the prompt “Select all...conversations in Inbox.” Now, click the Archive button, which is to
the right of the Select button. Boom. All emails are still in your account under the All Mail label,
but no longer clogging your inbox. When looking for an archived message later, either search as
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normal in the Gmail search field or click into the All Mail folder.

To archive messages on Outlook, use Microsoft’s tutorial. It’ll take Yahoo users a few more steps
to clear out their inboxes, but this tutorial will get you there.
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Set Up Labels & Filters
There’s an army of superfluous emails distracting your inbox on the daily, but that won't make
your boss understand why you haven't responded to her email about the annual report. Create
filters for important keywords like “Quarterly Report” or “Fashion Week” by clicking on the
arrow in Gmail’s search bar and entering your filter parameters, then hit “Create filter for this
search,” and choose which folder those messages should go to, or whether they should always be
marked as important. 

You can use folder labels like “Travel” or “Receipts” to organize messages across a theme. Make
labels on the inbox main menu by scrolling down to “Create new label,” or when an email is
open by clicking on the Move button (which looks like a file folder) and selecting “Create new.”

For Yahoo devotees, follow this step-by-step guide to email filters; while Outlook users can
create their own filters with this Outlook tutorial.
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Write Efficient Emails
Avoid falling into endless email volleys by sending the most concise message possible. Don’t
chime in on an email with dozens of colleagues copied just for the sake of it; ask yourself, “What
value am I bringing to the conversation?" If your answer is required, let the recipient know
exactly what's up: next steps, deadline, and urgency level. And, before hitting Send, ensure the
point of the message isn't muddled by filler text. Take it from former Google CEO Eric Schmidt
— he lives by the belief that “every word matters” in email and recommends saving yourself
minutes of inbox scavenging by loading each message with keywords so they’re easy to search
for later.
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Respond Within 24 Hours
The new you, the one that coexists peacefully with email, can respond to emails within 24 hours
of receiving them. Rachel Rosenthal, owner of professional organizing firm Rachel and
Company, recommends following the two minute rule: “If it takes two minutes or less to
respond to the email or take action on it, then take care of it now and delete the email.” And, if
you can't reply within 24 hours…
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Create Follow Up Reminders
The best thing to happen to email since we dropped the hyphen in the word itself is inbox
follow-up extensions. These let you take action on emails as you read them, even if that action is
"reply with an answer later this week." Services like Boomerang, Followup Then, and Right
Inbox will push a message to the top of your inbox at a specified time and allow you to schedule
pre-written emails to be sent at a future time so that nothing falls through the cracks.
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Unsubscribe
Not into the daily deals thing anymore? Gmail makes it easy to get those missives out of your
inbox with an unsubscribe button next to the sender’s address. In fact, typing “Unsubscribe”
into the Gmail search field will quickly pull up all those junk messages, so you can easily mass
delete.

Outlook users can delete emails in bulk with the Sweep feature or schedule a weekly time for
Sweep to work its magic and delete newsletters. But, if you still want to receive promotions
minus the clogged inbox, sign up for Unroll.me which lumps all your subscriptions in to one
daily digest.
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Use A Smarter Email App
Pair your desktop email with a crazy-smart email app. For Gmail and iCloud accounts, Mailbox
is a minimalist’s dream and accommodates mass archiving and snoozing email for later. Gmail’s
own Inbox app is way better looking than its browser brother: It bundles email types by
purchase, promotion, travel, or the category of your choosing, and has that snooze feature we
love. Available for Gmail, Yahoo, iCloud, Microsoft Exchange, Office 365, and Outlook.com,
Microsoft’s new Outlook iOS and Android apps offer follow-up scheduling and swipe
customization so you can choose to archive a message with a swipe to the right or left. And,
there are so many more power email apps out there, from ones that make email more like a chat
conversation to those targeted to the Type A organizers among us.
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